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**ACTIVATION**

!important: Once the GasBadge Plus is activated, it cannot be turned off.

**Gas Monitoring Screen**

**Hold 3 seconds to enter configuration**

**Battery Life Remaining** (See A below)

**Peak Reading**

**Reset Peak**

**Bump Test (if enabled)**

**Initiate Bump Test**
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**IMPORTANT:** A function or "bump" test, using a known concentration of calibration gas, should be performed periodically based on instrument use, exposure to gas, and environmental conditions. The frequency is best determined by company policy or local regulatory agencies. If an instrument fails a function or "bump" test, or, if it is dropped, submerged, or appears damaged, a full calibration is recommended. The safest approach is to perform a function or "bump" test prior to each day's use. Industrial Scientific is not responsible for establishing customer safety practices and policies.
Important: Before zeroing, ensure that the instrument is located in a fresh air environment. If background gas is present, the use of a zero air cylinder is recommended.

Important: Calibrate the GasBadge Plus using a flow rate of 0.5 LPM.